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EDITOR’S
FOREWORD
BY BRANDON LEWIS

blewis@opensystemsmedia.com

HPM and managing the “9s”
For most of us that provide for or deal on
a daily basis with Tier 1 TEMs, NSPs, and
government agencies, a term that should
be at the front of our minds is “High
Availability (HA).” An important extension
of that, particularly in the aforementioned
spaces, is “Service Availability (SA).”
Service Availability is the use of redundancy, fault prediction and avoidance,
low Mean Time To Repair (MTTR), and
seamless recovery from system failure
regardless of the software, hardware, or
user involved in the delivery of a service
to ensure continuous availability of that
service. Without those system design
considerations in HA, systems that typically strive for ﬁve-9s (99.999 percent)
availability – equating to 5.26 minutes
of downtime annually – risk the loss of
precious system resources, seconds, and
potentially a “9.”

management controllers at the shelf level
and locally on every board or module.

Keeping ATCA HA
As a high-performance computing platform initially intended for next-generation
communications, and eventually diversifying into military/aerospace and other
applications as well, the AdvancedTCA
architecture has been directly concerned
with HA and SA since the development
stage more than 10 years ago. At that
point, concerns were raised about the
AdvancedTCA shelf manager’s ability
to conduct efﬁcient operations within
the shelf, as the standard shelf had
grown to support 14 or 16 board slots,
each of which could potentially house
a blade needing management, among
other Field Replaceable Units (FRUs).
These concerns were addressed by a
PICMG mandate for a Hardware Platform
Management (HPM) layer in all ATCAcompliant shelves, boards and modules.
This layer is separate from the operating
systems and applications that run on the
boards and modules. It enables remote
management of the hardware level
aspects of ATCA systems, with required

Within PICMG, work on the HPM layer
continued, with major portions of the
AdvancedMC and MicroTCA speciﬁcations addressing the HPM-related aspects
of each of those architectures. In addition, work began on the ﬁrst of a series of
HPM.x speciﬁcations that focus on particular needs at the HPM layer and applied
across xTCA. HPM.1, the Intelligent
Platform Management Controller (IPMC)
Firmware Upgrade speciﬁcation, adopted
in June 2007, deﬁnes an upgrade agent
for xTCA board and module level management controllers (generically IPMCs),
and is now pervasively adopted in the
xTCA ecosystem.

Consequently, but not coincidentally, as
the AdvancedTCA speciﬁcation (PICMG
3.x) was being constructed, a separate
consortium was formed to address concerns regarding availability in COTS
architectures, the Service Availability
Forum (SA Forum or SAF). The SAF, which
would eventually include members from
industry organizations such as PICMG,
CP-TA (prior to dissolving in October
2011 after a transfer of assets to PICMG),
the SCOPE Alliance, and The Linux
Foundation, began work in 2001 on carrier-grade service availability middleware,
including a Hardware Platform Interface
(HPI), which deﬁnes an API for platform
management, as well as an HPI-to-xTCA
mapping speciﬁcation.

Since then, the HPM layer for xTCA has
continued to mature, including in the
ATCA Extensions and 40 Gig Ethernet initiatives In the xTCA-wide PICMG HPM.x
series, HPM.2 is nearing completion.
It standardizes local FRU management
controllers that are LAN-attached, or
connect to in-shelf LAN, complementing
the xTCA-mandated Intelligent Platform

Management Bus (IPMB). Particularly
signiﬁcant in the development of this
speciﬁcation is the capacity to establish
remote serial communications via the
in-shelf LAN, to multiple serial ports on
LAN-attached FRUs. Also nearing ﬁnalization, HPM.3 standardizes a method
for retrieving operational parameters,
especially communications-related
parameters like IP addresses, for management controllers using the Dynamic
Host Conﬁguration Protocol (DHCP).
In this issue, chairman of HPM.x subcommittee, Mark Overgaard establishes a foundation for ATCA HPM in
“COTS management building blocks
for AdvancedTCA: Proven over the
ﬁrst decade,” which is followed by an
industry perspective on effective implementation of a Shelf Manager by Mike
Thompson of Pentair/Schroff. Finally,
on page 19 of this issue, Jari Ruohonen
of Nokia Siemens Networks (NSN)
describes the criticality of the HPM layer
in the success of their ATCA-based telecommunications products, and their
need for continued evolution of that
layer, including for the completion and
wide adoption of HPM.2.
Increased availability
Recently there have been a couple of
developments concerning the management layer above the HPM subsystem of
xTCA systems. The OpenSAF recently
announced Release 4.2 of its SAFcompliant middleware, and the SAF published a textbook, Service Availability:
Principles and Practices. Information on
both of those, as well as more on HPI,
can be found at www.saforum.org. For
more details on xTCA Hardware Platform
Management, or to ﬁnd out how you
to get involved in the fall’s “Intelligent
40 Gig” issue, send me an e-mail at
blewis@opensystemsmedia.com.
Happy managing!
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NETWORK INTELLIGENCE
BY CURT SCHWADERER

cschwaderer@opensystemsmedia.com

Architecture, modeling, coordination, and
synchronization of multicore applications
A recent Venture Development
Corporation study on multicore cites that
the commercial market for components,
tools, and related services for multicore
reached $286 million in 2010, an increase
of more than 36 percent from 2009.
Further, the number of design teams
incorporating multicore processors has
more than doubled from 2008 (6.3 percent) to end of 2011 (16.1 percent).
According to the same VDC study, two
of the primary issues impeding the
adoption of multicore are:
1. Software reworking is required to
transition to multicore
2. A lack of familiarity with parallel programming techniques

In this month’s column, we’re going
to take a closer look at architecture
options for multicore software, then dig
a bit deeper to address these two main
obstacles to multicore adoption.
Multicore architectures
The ﬁrst step is to ﬁgure out the most
effective way to utilize multicore for
your application. There are two common
software paradigms here – Symmetric
Multiprocessing (SMP) and Asymmetric
Multiprocessing (AMP).
One approach would be to run the same
software on all cores. This approach will
(in theory) scale performance of the
system as more cores are added. This
approach lends itself to SMP. Operating
systems support this by providing an
“SMP version,” which virtualizes the
multicore processor. The operating
system then takes care of executing the
software across those cores to maximize
the performance of the system and utilization of each core.

Another approach is to separate your
system into functional components,
then assign each of those functional
components to a core (or group of
cores). This is the approach used in
AMP. For example, say your application
breaks down into a graphical display
interface, a user input interface, and a
real-time processing component. You
could dedicate one core to running
the graphical display, one core to running the user interface, and one core
to performing real-time processing.
The beneﬁt of this approach is typically cost reduction and miniaturization
of the system. Traditional systems may
employ a couple of processors and perhaps an ASIC or FPGA for all the functional components of the system. If you
can eliminate these components and
run these functions on top of a multicore processor that partitions its cores,
then you remove component cost and
reduce the footprint of the platform.
There are also hybrid approaches where
you group multiple cores together and
run those cores in an SMP environment,
but separate out other cores for dedicated processing.
In general, if you’re trying to miniaturize
your system, lower component count, or
you require software isolation between
certain functional components, you
are probably interested in AMP. If you
have a lot of small software algorithms
that don’t have a lot of dependencies
among each other and you can beneﬁt

by breaking up these algorithms into
threads and applying more independent
compute engines, then you’re probably
interested in SMP.
Multicore software modeling
Software design, analysis, and modeling may be perhaps the most challenging part of developing a multicore
application, for you have to “think parallel.” The meaning behind this is to
think of your software as consisting of
multiple processing code blocks. Some
of blocks may have a dependency on
other blocks, and some may be able
to run without any dependencies. The
key to “thinking parallel” is to be able
to visualize the code blocks that have
dependencies and those that do not,
then implement the threads of execution to enable those without dependencies to run as independent threads
and group dependent threads on one
another into a thread of execution. Of
course, these are general guidelines
and there may be good design reasons
to implement some blocks with dependencies independently.
The following description and examples apply primarily to SMP. Figures 1-3
attempt to illustrate the “thinking
parallel” concept. Figure 1 shows a
program that consists of logical code
blocks A through E. We’re going to
apply these code blocks and various
dependency examples to illustrate the
performance impact using a four-core
multicore processor.

Figure 1
An example of a program consisting of ﬁve blocks of executable code.
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Figure 2 shows what happens if the
execution times of each code block are
equal and E depends on D depends
on C depends on B depends on A.
You’ll notice – due to the dependencies – no speed-up is achieved. In fact,
it’s possible that due to the overhead
of communications and data passing
between cores, the performance actually goes down and you end up with
multiple cores that are significantly
under-utilized!
Figure 3 shows what happens if B
depends on A and D depends on C, and
E has no dependencies. Applying this
to a four-core processor can reduce the
execution time to close to the longest
execution time of B/A, D/C, or E. If the
execution time of each of the blocks is
equal and takes time “t,” we’ve reduced
the execution time from 5t to 2t on the
multicore system.

Of course, these illustrations are simpliﬁed. Not only might there be dependencies, but there may also be shared
resources to consider. Shared resources
within a multicore software environment
typically need to be made thread-safe
through the use of locks, and passing
information between threads in a multicore system may be more complex if you
aren’t using an SMP operating system,
which can hide a lot of these complexities.
There are some tools on the market that
can help you with modeling performance
of your software on multicore before you
spend the effort reorganizing. Prism,
from CriticalBlue, can perform analysis of
source code, identify where synchronization points and dependencies are, and
guide your development to provide some
analysis/benchmarking information to
make sure you meet performance expectations once you’ve moved to multicore.

Figure 2
This example illustrates the amount of time needed for a four-core multicore processor
to execute code when each code block is dependent on the preceding code block.

Figure 3
Fewer or no code block dependencies reduce execution time
dramatically over code blocks with multiple dependencies.
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Companies like Wind River and
MontaVista Software also have a lot of
experience in SMP operating systems,
approaches, virtualization, and development tools. Access to those kinds of
resources can be very helpful in accelerating the multicore learning curve.
Coordination and synchronization of
multicore applications
The next level of issues that arise once
modeling is complete is one in which
dependencies are identiﬁed (and eliminated if possible) and work begins on
performing communication between
dependent code blocks that may run
on different cores. The dependencies
can vary – perhaps it’s a shared resource
among multiple code blocks like an I/O
device or a dynamic library call that is
not thread safe. In some cases, the driver
or library can be made to run within a
multicore environment by doing its own
locking and synchronization so it’s transparent to the threads of execution. This
is typically the preferred method when it
comes to sharing resources.
Data passing is a different animal. If
you’re running within an SMP operating
system environment, the operating
system typically has the same mechanisms available to the threads as they
would normally use for data passing –
memory queues, pipes, shared memory,
and so on. But if you’re running without
a virtualized software layer, care must
be taken so that no matter which core
the code blocks doing the data passing
are running on, a shared memory path is
available for reading and writing in addition to the synchronization method.
Software trends
Software support for embedded multicore systems is also picking up steam. I
mentioned CriticalBlue, a company whose
software offerings are targeted speciﬁcally for multicore applications, and traditional software players like Wind River
and MontaVista are doing their part as
well, updating their operating systems
for SMP operation. Traditional software
companies are also developing hypervisors, tighter coordination mechanisms
between different operating systems for
AMP operation, and upgrading analysis
and debug tools to be able to better ﬁnd

and ﬁx bugs that occur during testing.
All these updates and improvements
promise to make it easier to develop
multicore embedded systems in a more
efﬁcient and cost-effective way.
MontaVista presented at an
OpenSystems Media webcast last year
entitled “Beyond Virtualization: A Novel
Software Architecture for Multi-Core
SoCs.” At this webcast, they introduced
the concept of “containers” – lightweight
virtualization that isolates processes and
resources without the complexities of full
virtualization. Containers could be a nice
way to implement some applications that
would beneﬁt from AMP for the isolation
and protection of components. Another
interesting innovation presented was the
concept of the “Bare Metal Engine.” This
is something inside MontaVista Linux that
provides a user mode environment with
direct access to the underlying hardware.
There isn’t any kernel mode programming required and you can maximize
performance on a given core within a
multicore processor this way. So there are
a number of innovations happening in the
software world to provide ﬂexibility for
the wide range of applications that can
take advantage of multicore.
Hardware trends
Before ﬁnishing up, it’s worth mentioning some hardware trends for supporting multicore in a more robust
way. Virtualization often plays a big
role within a multicore environment
– as mentioned earlier, an SMP operating system or hypervisor middleware
component can signiﬁcantly decrease
the complexity of developing multicore software. But adding layers can
be slow, so many multicore processors are adding instructions to assist
with virtualization tasks. For example,
Intel has included the VT-x instruction
set, and the Freescale e500mc and
ARM Cortex-A15 also include instructions assisting with virtualization that
SMP operating systems and hypervisor
middleware developers can take advantage of. Within the processor, multiple
levels of caching and/or independent
caches for each core can be important
for faster instruction execution.
Smarter I/O and device drivers are also
a signiﬁcant trend supporting multicore.
As mentioned previously, offloading

network protocol work, providing multithread/multicore queuing, and delivery
within an I/O device also helps with multicore software development. Some I/O
devices also provide special interrupt
conﬁgurations to allow for special use
cases in a multicore environment.
The multicore trend
Can your embedded system beneﬁt from
multicore? Hardware and software support for multicore processors is reaching
critical mass. If you’re looking to consolidate components and increase your

performance/power ratio, now is the
time to be investigating how a multicore solution might work for you. While
it’s true that multicore development can
be more complex than traditional singlecore CPI development, tools and technology have advanced to the point that
multicore adoption is accelerating and an
increasing knowledge base is available to
help. In light of the fact that embedded
systems competitors are likely already
looking into multicore, perhaps the
better question might be “Can you afford
not to explore a multicore solution?”

By Mike Demler
mdemler@opensystemsmedia.com

Base stations-on-a-chip deliver the lower
cost per bit promise of 4G LTE networks
One of the advantage often attributed to
4G LTE over 3G networks is the promise
of lower transmission cost per bit for network operators. Potential savings start at
the Radio Access Network (RAN), where
higher spectral efﬁciency (measured in
bits per second per Hz) is achieved with
LTE’s Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiple Access (OFDMA) downlink
and Single-Carrier Frequency Division
Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) uplink modulation schemes, enabling operators to
push more data through available bandwidth. On the core network side, the ﬂat,
all-Internet IP architecture deﬁned by
the 3rd Generation Partnership Project’s
(3GPP) Release 8 standard –the Evolved
Packet Core (EPC) – means fewer layers
of equipment between base station and
the user, and an eventual convergence
of voice and data systems with VoLTE.
Lower cost per bit sounds good theoretically, but to achieve it many more
network processing functions must be
put into the base station. 4G standards
makers dubbed this improved base station the evolved NodeB (eNodeB), a
simple term that doesn’t quite convey the
system’s complexity. Designers must integrate multiple heterogeneous processor
cores, DSPs, and specialized accelerators
for the baseband Layer 1 and Layer 2
operations, along with general-purpose
CPU cores for Layer 3 control plane functions. These Systems-on-Chip (SoCs) also
must support the scalability that service
providers will need, as they build out LTE
network coverage with a mix of macrocells and picocells. However, through
the combination of Moore’s Law and
designer ingenuity, semiconductor vendors are delivering on that lower cost
per bit promise with “base stations-ona-chip,” providing all of the functionality
10
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required for an eNodeB in a single
device. Here is a short review of some of
the competitive offerings.
In their OCTEON Fusion small cell SoC
family, Cavium offers a range of conﬁgurations from two 64-bit MIPS processor
cores and four (Tensilica-based) DSP
cores for 32 users, up to six MIPS cores
and eight DSP cores able to support
300 users. Cavium touts compatibility
with their OCTEON macrocell processors, which require separate physical
layer (PHY) DSPs, and the full stack of
OCTEON L2-L7 software.
DesignArt Networks uses 12 Tensilica
Dataplane Processor Units (DPUs) in
their 22-core SoCs in combination with
six of their proprietary DSP cores and
a quad-core ARM controller. DesignArt
claims that their DAN 3000 does not
require any change in architecture for
heterogeneous networks, and by integrating different I/Os they can address
macro, micro, or picocell applications.
Freescale offers the PSC9132/31/30 for
femto/picocells, and the new B4860
for macrocells. The B4860 integrates
quad clusters of the 64-bit e6500
Power Architecture cores with 128-bit
AltiVec vector processors and three
sets of dual StarCore SC3900 DSP
cores, with a Maple-B3 core to ofﬂoad
the DSPs for Layer 1 acceleration. The
SC3900 received the highest ﬁxed-point
BDTIsimMark2000 benchmark score
ever recorded by analysis ﬁrm Berkeley
Design Technology, Inc. (BDTI). Freescale
says their macro SoC can replace ﬁve discrete components: three DSPs, a Serial
RapidIO (SRIO) switch, and a separate
network processor for Layer 2 to Layer 3
transport and control functions.

CompactPCI, AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems

Mindspeed’s Transcede 4000 combines 10 custom application processor
cores with CEVA DSP cores in the
signal processor cluster, along with six
ARM Cortex-A9 cores in a dual/quad
system cluster. Designers can use the
Transcede on-chip network to scale
up to networks of multiple Transcede
SoCs to construct larger base stations
by assigning one device’s dual core as
the master dispatcher to manage the
other networked processors.
Texas Instruments has the semiconductor
industry’s ﬁrst quad-core implementation
of ARM’s latest Cortex-A15 processor
with their TCI6636 base station-on-achip. The TCI6636 also contains eight of
TI’s C66x DSP cores, with accelerators
such as network and security coprocessors for infrastructure applications. TI is
targeting the new device at small cells of
up to 256 users, joining the TCI6612 and
TCI6614 for pico/femtocell applications.
TI says that three TCI6636 SoCs can be
grouped together to form a macrocell
base station, offering a cumulative savings of 75 W and reducing cost by $625
by eliminating the network processor and
other conventional components.
With so many options now available
for base stations-on-a-chip, designers
of eNodeB systems will need to use
due diligence when comparing silicon
capabilities. Each vendor has architected their SoC in different ways, with
different Semiconductor Intellectual
Property (SIP) cores for the key function blocks. Software support for the
LTE protocol stack is also a critical element to consider, along with the choice
of processing hardware, as the EPC
architecture continues to promote lower
costs per bit.

Hardware Platform Management
COTS management building blocks for
AdvancedTCA: Proven over the ﬁrst decade
By Mark Overgaard

Ten years ago, in 2002, PICMG was working hard to complete the AdvancedTCA
speciﬁcation that was formally adopted on the last day of the year. The hardware
platform management section accounted for 30 percent of the 430 speciﬁcation
pages. Late in the year, prototype ATCA shelves and boards were tested at PICMG’s
ﬁrst interoperability workshop, and the ﬁrst prototypes of COTS management building
blocks were delivered to early customers. It was already clear, however, as product
development efforts ramped up, that the hardware platform management subsystem of
ATCA represented a signiﬁcant implementation challenge.
The ﬁrst COTS management building
blocks for ATCA were announced three
weeks after specification adoption.
Soon thereafter, in 2003, those building
blocks were delivered and described
in CompactPCI Systems articles,
“Management Building Blocks Speed
AdvancedTCA Product Development”
in the March issue, and “Off-the-Shelf
Management Solutions for AdvancedTCA
Boards” in the May/June issue. Also that
year, the PICMG interoperability workshops started including explicit testing of
the ATCA management layer.

potentially with a dozen or even dozens
of management controllers, have now
been delivered with COTS management technology. Major ATCA/AMC customers, such as Tier 1 TEMs, are identifying management-level interoperability
of ATCA and AMC products as very
important to their success and conﬁrming
the beneﬁts of using COTS management
controllers.

How has ATCA and its management
layer evolved in the last decade?
Fast forward to 2012, and the market
for just commercial ATCA CPU boards
and AdvancedMC (AMC) CPU modules
is projected by VDC Research to exceed
$550 million (the overall ATCA market
includes major segments not covered
by this forecast). Another study, done
by Heavy Reading in 2011, forecasts a
31 percent annual growth rate for the
overall xTCA market (which is dominated
by ATCA and AMC modules used in
ATCA systems), culminating in a market
worth $4.3 billion by 2015. Every ATCAor AMC-compliant board, module, and
shelf must have a corresponding speciﬁcation-deﬁned management controller.

v 435 pages of management sections
for the base speciﬁcations for ATCA,
AMC, and MicroTCA
v 66 pages for PICMG HPM.1,
which deﬁnes a ﬁrmware upgrade
architecture for xTCA management
controllers
v 130 pages or so for the PICMG
HPM.2 and HPM.3 speciﬁcations,
now nearing completion within
PICMG (These speciﬁcations address
LAN-attached xTCA management
controllers, which have a LAN
connection to supplement the
mandatory Intelligent Platform
Management Bus (IPMB) link to their
supervising layers)
v 568 combined pages for the Service
Availability Forum (SAF) Hardware
Platform Interface (HPI) speciﬁcation

Tens of thousands of ATCA shelves, each

Meanwhile, the speciﬁcation content
relevant to the xTCA management layer
has grown substantially, and includes:

and the corresponding mapping
speciﬁcation from HPI to the xTCA
management layer
PICMG has now held more than 30
interoperability workshops and there are
now commercially offered formal compliance test suites for xTCA management
and HPI offered by Polaris Networks.
Considering the mounting body of content pertinent to the management layer,
Nokia Siemens Networks and other
xTCA users see particular beneﬁts of
COTS building blocks developed by a
COTS management controller specialist
who is immersed in the multitude of
requirements embodied in these wideranging speciﬁcations. In addition to
participating in PICMG interoperability
events and applying commercial test
suites, these specialists need to demonstrate a deep commitment to speciﬁcation compliance and interoperability in
management functionality.
What functions does an ATCA shelflevel management controller provide?
Figure 1 shows the context and major
subsystems of a typical ATCA Shelf
Manager, including the following:
i Shelf Manager physical instances
i Shelf Manager interface options
i Shelf Manager subsystems
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What is HPI’s role in the
management of ATCA systems?
HPI is widely used in ATCA systems as
the bottom layer in system manager
applications to isolate those applications from the implementation details
of the hardware platforms they supervise. In addition to the implementation-independent APIs for HPI, there
is an open source implementation of
these APIs called OpenHPI, which is
widely used as well.

MODULAR
VIDEO GRAPHIC SOLUTIONS
Mil-810, IPC class-3, RIAC, Extended Temperature
TeraFLOP GPGPU
12 Video Outputs

Contact

for:

 Video inputs and outputs: NTSC/PAL, STANAG, RS-343,
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SMPTE: 259M, 344M, 292M, 372M, 424M
 H.264, VC-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4 part 2 encoders and decoders
 AES encryption and decryption
 GPU - AMD X1400, AMD E4690, AMD E6760
 AMD, XILINX and ALTERA Video Driver development

RMCP

CLI
via
ssh

HPI

SNMP

HTTP

SRI
Standby

Active
HRI

PHYSICAL SHELF MANAGERS

KEY MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEMS

Power

Cooling

Fabrics

FRUs

Events

Shelf Adaptation Layer

Shelf
Definition

Sensors

Power
Entry

Fans

IPMB-0

Several interface options are provided by
the logical Shelf Manager for use by the
system manager, though the only speciﬁcation-mandated interface is an IPMIoriented Remote Management Control
Protocol (RMCP). Others, including a
Command Line Interface (CLI), Simple
Network Management Protocol (SNMP),
or a web interface (HTTP) are typically
available as well. One popular interface
is a set of Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) called the Hardware

The logical Shelf Manager has a variety
of subsystems, responsible for cooling,
fabric connectivity, power, and other
management areas. There is typically
also a Shelf Adaption Layer to adapt
the Shelf Manager for operation in a
particular shelf, with its complement
of auxiliary resources, such as power
entry modules, fan trays, and the supported population of boards, each with
its local management controller.

System Manager

LOGICAL SHELF MANAGER

Platform Interface (HPI), which is maintained as an open standard by the SAF.
CROSSCONNECTED
HUBS

The logical Shelf Manager includes two
physical instances, active and standby.
Via a Software Redundancy Interface
(SRI) and Hardware Redundancy
Interface (HRI), the standby instance
keeps tabs on what is happening in the
shelf so it can take over quickly if necessary. Both physical Shelf Manager
instances are connected to both ATCA
hub boards in the shelf so that a higher
level system manager has continual
access to the logical Shelf Manager in
case of a malfunctioning hub board,
Shelf Manager instance, or both.

IPMC

Carrier
IPMC

Figure 1
Dual redundant shelf manager instances
offer system manager interfaces and
implement key functional blocks to
manage shelf operation.
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One approach for implementing HPI
shown in Figure 2 uses OpenHPI, which
binds an OpenHPI library into each
system manager application. The library
receives API calls from the application and uses a Remote Procedure Call
(RPC) protocol to pass them to a server,
which acts on the API calls and returns
the results to the library. The server is an

System Manager
Application(s)

Library

Server

Plug-in

RMCP

IntegralHPI™

Shelf Manager

Shelf Manager

Figure 2
HPI can be implemented via OpenHPI
by interfacing to a Shelf Manager via
RMCP, or built into a Shelf Manager as
a native interface.

independent application connected to
the library via IP link.

Shelf Manager and an OpenHPI server
with an ATCA-focused plugin.

The OpenHPI server implements a
plugin architecture, which allows installation of a software plugin that realizes
the implementation speciﬁcs of each API
call in a manner suitable for a particular
type of underlying managed system. For
instance, when the managed system is
an ATCA system, one popular approach
is for the plugin to use RMCP to communicate with the Shelf Manager, since
RMCP support is required in every compliant ATCA Shelf Manager.

There is one more crucial consideration,
however. The HPI APIs are intentionally
abstract (so that they can encompass a
wide range of underlying managed systems). There are many ways to map those
abstract APIs to the speciﬁcs of an ATCA
shelf, as represented by an ATCA Shelf
Manager. In order to achieve independence of a system manager application
from the speciﬁcs of the ATCA platforms that it manages, there needs to be
common mapping. Fortunately, the SAF
has adopted an HPI-to-xTCA mapping
speciﬁcation. An OpenHPI plugin or builtin HPI implementation must comply with
this mapping to enable the ATCA hardware independence promised by HPI.

A second approach for implementing HPI,
also in Figure 2, is to include it as a native
interface (a peer interface to the mandatory RMCP) to the Shelf Manager. This
can be very convenient if the built-in HPI
supports the same RPC protocol used by
the OpenHPI library to interact with an
OpenHPI server. In such a conﬁguration
a single system manager application can
be connected with either or both types of
HPI implementation, and the application
need not care which. Making HPI a builtin Shelf Manager interface can enable
substantial implementation efficiency
optimization due to substantial overlap
between the responsibilities of an ATCA

What functions does an ATCA board
management controller provide?
The IPMC on an ATCA board provides
local management of the board (such as
monitoring temperature, power, fabric
connectivity) and represents the board
to the Shelf Manager. The Carrier IPMC
variant additionally handles overall management of AMC modules on an ATCA
carrier board. Each of the AMC modules
also has a local Module Management
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Figure 3 shows key functional blocks of
an IPMC, along with a photo of one possible IPMC implementation based on
the Microsemi SmartFusion intelligent
mixed-signal FPGA. The small image is
to scale with the ATCA board to demonstrate the tiny fraction of the ATCA
board area taken by a typical IPMC.
Additional IPMC functions
Many of the functional blocks and interfaces in Figure 3 are fairly obvious, but we
will elaborate brieﬂy on a couple of them.
A LAN-attached interface provides a connection to one or more of the shelf’s builtin communication fabric(s). Providing such
a connection for an IPMC supplements
the mandatory Intelligent Management
Platform Bus (IPMB) connection with
a much higher throughput (typically
Ethernet) path for management trafﬁc.
The payload portion of an ATCA board
implements the main functionality of
the board (such as a fabric switch or a
DSP farm). The functions of an IPMC are

Payload

Network
Controller
or Switch

LAN Attach
Interface
Payload
Interface

Bused
E-Keying Enable

μC

XX

Hardware Address [7:0]

1
1

...

IPMB-0
Buffers

XX XXXX

Bused
E-Keying Enable
Enable

Blue
LED

15

Point-to-Point
E-Keying
Enables

...

External
Watchdog
Timer

XX

Non-Volatile
Storage

RTM
Management
Interface

XX

FRU LEDs

Temperature
Sensors

XX

IPMC

16

Power Rail Monitor/Control
Handle
Switch

Management
Power

DC/DC
Converters

Monitor/
Controller

Power Input Monitoring

SmartFusion
IPMC Core

critical to board operation but must be
implemented as compactly as possible
to leave maximum room for the payload.
The payload (perhaps one or more powerful Intel processors) can communicate
with the IPMC via its payload interface.
The IPMC also manages power for the
payload, which is not powered until
the IPMC has successfully negotiated a
power budget with the Shelf Manager.
Example set of COTS ATCA/AMC
management building blocks
One set of widely used and mature
ATCA/AMC management building
blocks is from Pigeon Point Systems.
All the management controller types
deﬁned in the ATCA/AMC architecture
are covered in this set, which is incorporated in tens of thousands of ATCA
shelves deployed around the world.
The newest (fourth) generation of Pigeon
Point’s Shelf Manager solutions is the
ShMM-700R, a SODIMM module that is
smaller and less expensive than its predecessors, but still provides the hardware and ﬁrmware core of an ATCA
Shelf Manager suitable for use in a wide
range of ATCA shelves. The ShMM700R supports all the functional blocks
and interfaces shown
in Figure 1, including
a built-in implementation of HPI called
IntegralHPI, shown in
Figure 2. Furthermore,
Pigeon Point Systems
also supports an implementation of OpenHPI
for customers who
prefer that approach.
Both IntegralHPI and
Pigeon Point OpenHPI
fully comply with the
SAF’s HPI-to-xTCA
mapping specification
so that system manager
applications can operate
equivalently in both
contexts.
25 mm
Non-Intelligent
Rear Transition Module (RTM)

Controller (MMC) to monitor the management functions of the module and represent the module to the Carrier IPMC.

To Scale
cale with Bo
Board

31 mm

Figure 3
Functional blocks and interfaces of a typical ATCA IPMC.
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Because it is integrated with the Pigeon
Point Shelf Manager,
IntegralHPI can be
dramatically more efﬁcient than OpenHPI,

CompactPCI, AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems

especially during shelf startup time on
a large and fully populated shelf. This
“shelf discovery” time can happen in
seconds with IntegralHPI, versus minutes
with OpenHPI, making a newly powered
shelf available for HPI-based management much sooner.
The current generation of Pigeon
Point board and module level management controller solutions are based on
Microsemi’s SmartFusion intelligent
mixed signal FPGA. These BMR-A2F
(Board Management Reference for
SmartFusion) solutions pack extensive
functionality and provisions for customer
extensions into compact and cost-effective management controllers for customer boards or modules.
What does the future hold for xTCA
hardware platform management?
One immediate driver for the continued
evolution of the ATCA hardware platform management layer is revision and
extension of the key base speciﬁcations,
such as PICMG 3.1 R2, covering 40G
Ethernet fabrics, and PICMG 3.7, the
ATCA Extensions initiative, both nearing
completion and both of which include
management layer extensions. A second
driver is speciﬁcally in the management
area: augmenting the set of HPM.x speciﬁcations. Next up are the HPM.2 and
HPM.3 speciﬁcations for LAN-attached
IPMCs previously mentioned.
Considering a longer horizon, one perspective comes from the SCOPE Alliance,
which brings together the world’s
leading TEMs and their supporting ecosystem suppliers. SCOPE has proﬁled a
successor to the ATCA architecture, targeted for use across the 2015-2025 timeframe, and recommended that the ATCA
hardware platform management layer,
with extensions, be reused. So this layer
is likely to evolve with us for a long time
to come!
Mark Overgaard is the Founder
and CTO of Pigeon Point Systems.
Within PICMG, he chairs the HPM.x
subcommittee.
Pigeon Point Systems
info@pigeonpoint.com
www.pigeonpoint.com
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Adaptable
AdvancedTCA Shelf
Manager Firmware
By Michael Thompson

An AdvancedTCA (ATCA) shelf (or “chassis”) manufacturer provides perspective on
addressing the mandate that all ATCA-compliant shelves include a sophisticated
Shelf Manager, as well as managing adaptations to Shelf Manager functionality as the
proliferation of ATCA generates an increasing range of customer-speciﬁc variations.
An AdvancedTCA (ATCA) Shelf Manager controls the behavior
of boards and other shelf Field Replaceable Units (FRUs), monitors their health, and manages power and cooling in order to
ensure proper operation of the system. If something is not
behaving as expected, the Shelf Manager can take corrective action and send alert messages containing sensor readings to a higher level System Manager. Since manufacturing
data is stored within each element in the shelf, including the
shelf itself, the Shelf Manager can also provide detailed inventory information. This data, together
with other conﬁguration information
stored within an ATCA FRU, is collectively called “FRU information.”

Making the shelf manageable
When deciding to manufacture its ﬁrst ATCA shelf, Pentair/
Schroff determined that developing Shelf Manager ﬁrmware was
beyond its capabilities. After surveying possible partners for a
COTS Shelf Manager, a Shelf Manager design was constructed
based on a Pigeon Point Systems (PPS) hardware reference
design. PPS delivered Shelf Manager ﬁrmware that included
a shelf adaptation layer speciﬁcally for a Pentair/Schroff Shelf
Manager and shelf hardware design.
Potential Pigeon Point Product Sites

ATCA/AMC Specification Elements
Shelf Manager

1. Shelf Managers
Shelf-Specific
ShMM Carrier

Shelf Management Controller (ShMC)
IPM Controllers—Several Variants
AMC Module

Running Pigeon Point
Shelf Manager

ShMM-500R

System Manager
Other Field Replaceable Unit (FRU)
AdvancedTCA Board and Optional Rear
Transition Module (RTM)

Shelf
Manager
(Active)

Shelf
Manager
(Backup)

ShMC

ShMC

Power Entry
Module
[1...N]

Shelf FRU
Info [1..2]

2. IPM Controllers—
Variants for Distinct Types
of Boards and FRUs

BMR Controller
Reference Design

Fan Tray
[1...N]

Running Pigeon Point
BMR Firmware
Optionally Implemented in
SmartFusion or Fusion
Mixed-Signal FPGAs

IPMC

Implementation-Defined Connections
2x Redundant, Bused or Radial, IPMB-0

ATCA Board

ATCA Board

IPMC
Optional RTM

IPMB-L

MMC

Carrier
IPMC

Optional
Intelligent RTM

MMC

IPMB-L

Optional RTM

AMC

MMC

AMC

Carrier
IPMC

IPMC
Optional RTM

The responsibilities of a Shelf
Manager are challenging because the
complement of boards and FRUs that
will be found in the shelf is not known
when the Shelf Manager powers
on. Together, the ATCA and IPMI
speciﬁcations provide a standardized method for the Shelf Manager
to determine what boards and FRUs
are installed in the shelf, and what
resources each needs. Much of this
data is contained on the FRUs in the
shelf, and the Shelf Manager determines what resources and capabilities are available by accessing the
shelf-level FRU information. This creates a very dynamic environment at
shelf power-on. Figure 1 shows the
management aspects of an example
ATCA shelf, including AdvancedMC
(AMC) sites.

ATCA Board

ATCA Board

2x Redundant Radial Internet-Protocol-Capable Transport

Figure 1
All of the the FRUs have FRU information stored on them,
including the shelf itself, as illustrated in this example.
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When a second ATCA shelf was created, PPS modiﬁed the
shelf adaptation layer to match the new shelf. As time went
on, numerous Shelf Managers and shelf designs were created,
and the hardware and Shelf Manager ﬁrmware were subsequently modiﬁed to customer-speciﬁc requirements. For each

PICMG Interoperability
Workshops
One of the strengths of AdvancedTCA is its rich ecosystem of
shelves and boards, and the extent to which independently
implemented shelves and boards work together. One way
in which the PCI Industrial Computer Manufacturers Group
(PICMG) helped to achieve this strength is by organizing xTCA
Interoperability Workshops (TCA-IWs) to create a forum for
shelf and board manufacturers to mutually test their products.
The TCA-IWs have proven to be an excellent opportunity to
test the behavior of shelves and boards in a very mixed environment. They have also allowed the consortium to ensure
that our COTS adaptations work with other manufacturers’
COTS adaptations or internal implementations of the hardware platform management layer. Experience has shown that
widely adopted/adapted COTS building blocks beneﬁt from
the broad testing received in the workshop context.
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new Shelf Manager or shelf design, PPS had to modify the
shelf adaptation layer in the Shelf Manager ﬁrmware, then
Pentair/Schroff would run extensive regression testing to
ensure that none of the ﬁrmware behavior for earlier hardware
designs was broken. Eventually debugging and validating
each new ﬁrmware modiﬁcation developed into a painful and
time-consuming process, and as the shelf adaptation layer
modiﬁcations in the Shelf Manager ﬁrmware grew in complexity, this approach became unmanageable.
PPS took on this ﬁrmware development challenge by creating
their Hardware Platform Description Language (HPDL) for the
Shelf Manager and shelf hardware. The HPDL describes the I2C
devices on the Shelf Manager board and on non-intelligent shelflevel FRUs. If an I2C device supports GPIO, the HPDL describes
the “signals” that are connected to the GPIO device. The HPDL
also describes the relationship between the I2C devices, signals,
and ATCA Sensor Data Records (SDRs).
To make the distinction between Shelf Manager FRU information and shelf-level FRU information more clear, Figure 2 shows
an example Shelf Manager board, including the COTS Shelf
Manager module that is mounted on it. This board is designed
to ﬁt into a specialized slot in a shelf. There are usually two such
slots in the shelf to support Shelf Manager redundancy. The
Shelf Manager FRU information, including the HPDL describing
the Shelf Manager board, is on the board itself. The shelf-level
FRU information is usually stored in dual-redundant Serial
EEPROMs (SEEPROMs) implemented on the shelf backplane.
Translating HPDL and its beneﬁts
When the processor on the Shelf Manager boots, it ﬁrst reads
its own FRU information from a local I2C SEEPROM. This FRU
information contains HPDL records that describe the I2C
devices on the Shelf Manager, as well as records describing the
off-board SEEPROMs that hold the shelf-level FRU information.
The Shelf Manager then reads the shelf-level FRU information
and the shelf HPDL records. At this point the Shelf Manager
has all of the information it needs to completely conﬁgure all
of the non-intelligent FRUs in the shelf. If the Shelf Manager is
subsequently installed in a different shelf, it will ﬁnd a corresponding set of HPDL records in the shelf-level FRU information
SEEPROMs and automatically adjust its behavior to match the
requirements of that new shelf.

Continuing 50 years of excellence in bespoke thermally managed,
man
annag
aged
ed,
d
powered and wired systems for cPCI, VME, VME64x, VPX
and other major bus structures
Figure 2
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An example Shelf Manager
board, including the COTS Shelf Manager module.
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The HPDL example in Figure 3 describes an ATCA
fan tray containing the LM75 temperature sensor,
AT24LC256 SEEPROM, and PCA9555 GPIO device
that is a non-intelligent FRU on the Shelf Manager
(an FRU that doesn’t have an IPMC). The ADM1026
fan controller IC that detects the fan tray presence
is actually on the Shelf Manager. One of the more
interesting features of HPDL is “Periodic Action.” In
this example, the state of the fan tachometer sensor
and the -48 V presence sensor is evaluated once per
second, which controls the state of the red and green
status LEDs.
It is also possible to build shelf-level FRUs that incorporate IPMCs, rather than being non-intelligent like
the fan tray described in the HPDL above. Initially,
Pentair/Schroff chose to implement non-intelligent
FRUs to reduce development time and to eliminate
six instances of ﬁrmware and microprocessors in the
shelf. Newer shelf designs have IPMCs on the fan
tray FRUs because of their increased design complexity; this is the approach represented in Figure 1.
In either case, by using HPDL stored in the Shelf
Manager and shelf-level FRU information, Shelf
Manager ﬁrmware can be quickly adapted to a
new Shelf Manager or shelf design, and even the
behavior of the Shelf Manager itself can be modiﬁed
to customer-speciﬁc requirements.
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Figure 3
This HPDL “Periodic Action” code commands the Shelf Manager to
evaluate the status of an ATCA fan tray once per second.
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Regressing the cost of regression testing
Typically, a widely used Shelf Manager implementation includes
extensive conﬁguration ﬁle options that let the user tailor its
behavior to their needs. Standard Shelf Managers are shipped
with a generic set of conﬁguration settings in the ﬁrmware
image that works for most users. Since the HPDL conﬁguration is stored in the Shelf Manager and shelf-level FRU information, changes are speciﬁc to a particular Shelf Manager or shelf
part number; because the Shelf Manager ﬁrmware itself is not
modiﬁed, this method eliminates the need for time-consuming
regression testing whenever a new Shelf Manager or shelf
variant is developed or modiﬁed. Design validation testing
is still required, but only for the new Shelf Manager or shelf.
This approach also provides the added beneﬁt of being able
to order a special part number Shelf Manager that has the customized ﬁrmware installed. No Shelf Manager conﬁguration is
required by the customer, so product conﬁguration control is
simple and opportunities for errors are reduced.
As an added adaptation, Shelf Manager vendors can also provide customer-speciﬁc ﬁrmware images that include modiﬁcations to the conﬁguration ﬁles in the Shelf Manager, as well as
changes to the HPDL and FRU information in the Shelf Manager
and shelf. Since these changes are only in the conﬁguration and
HPDL ﬁles and not the binary ﬁrmware executable ﬁles, regression testing is not necessary in these cases either. Eliminating
the need for that regression testing reduces the cost of the
Shelf Manager and shelf, making it more competitive in the
marketplace.
Implementing IPMB in the shelf
The ATCA speciﬁcation mandates a dual redundant Intelligent
Platform Management Bus (IPMB-0) that is used to connect
the Shelf Manager to intelligent FRUs in the chassis. The IPMB
can be implemented with topologies from fully radial to bused,
all of which maintain the dual redundancy of IPMB-0, which

Shelf Manager

IPMB-0
Hub A

Shelf Manager

IPMB-0
Hub B

IPMC

IPMB-0
Hub A

IPMC

IPMB-0
Hub B

IPMC

Figure 4
A description of the radial IPMB-0 connections from Shelf
Managers to IPMCs, with separate IPMB-A links (solid) and
IPMB-B links (dashed).
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aggregates the trafﬁc on IPMB-A and IPMB-B. An IPMC in an
FRU works with any IPMB-0 topologies.
The bused topology is simple to implement in the ATCA backplane and Shelf Manager because a COTS Shelf Manager
module can implement both the IPMB-A and IPMB-B parts of the
IPMB-0, so the Shelf Manager board just connects these signals
to the IPMB-A and IPMB-B buses in the backplane. Some system
architects prefer the simplicity of a bused IPMB-0; others are
concerned that a single faulty IPMC could disable the entire bus.
With radial topology, however, there are individual IPMB connections from the Shelf Manager to each of the IPMCs (Figure 4) and
failure on one of those connections does not affect the others.
The two most common implementations of radial IPMB-0 hubs
are physical stars and logical stars. The physical star is usually
implemented by buffering bused IPMBs from the Shelf Manager
module through a circuit with a controllable I2C driver for each
IPMB port. In this approach, there is still a single logical IPMB-0,
but with separately controllable physical segments to each
intelligent FRU position in the shelf. The logical star is typically
implemented with one or more FPGAs containing a discrete
I2C controller for each IPMB link. In this arrangement, each
link is a separate logical IPMB, which can yield performance
or other beneﬁts. With either implementation the radial IPMB
links are individually controllable. If the Shelf Manager detects
an IPMB failure with an FRU, it deactivates the offending link
on the corresponding IPMB hub and the remaining links continue working. Since the link failure may be transient, the Shelf
Manager can periodically enable and retry the deactivated link.
Shelf Manager ﬁrmware needs to adapt to any physical implementation of IPMB-0 in the system. If the ATCA Shelf Manager
and shelf have a radial IPMB-0 topology, the shelf FRU information contains a special record. If it ﬁnds this record, the Shelf
Manager conﬁgures itself for a radial IPMB-0 topology; otherwise
it defaults to a bused IPMB topology. Hardware implementation
of the radial IPMB-0 hub is usually speciﬁc to a manufacturer, and
the Shelf Manager ﬁrmware could include an adaptation module
for radial hardware implementation.
Managing a growing ecosystem
The complexity of ATCA systems and the applications running
on them has increased signiﬁcantly in the past decade, and
monitoring the health of the system environment has become
very important. As ATCA enters its second decade, the Shelf
Manager function that is required in compliant ATCA shelves
has proven its value in tens of thousands of deployed shelves.
The dramatic growth of ATCA box shipments requires careful
management of the numerous customer-mandated shelf variants that are a crucial aspect of this growth.
Mike Thompson is the Principal Engineer at Pentair Technical
Products (Schroff).
Pentair Technical Products (Schroff)
michael.thompson@pentair.com
www.pentairtechnicalproducts.com
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Hardware Platform Management
How one TEM leverages ATCA
Hardware Platform Management
By Jari Ruohonen

Nokia Siemens Networks (NSN) has made a strategic choice to take maximum
advantage of the open architecture beneﬁts of AdvancedTCA (ATCA) for its product
offerings. ATCA’s hardware platform management architecture is a critical part of
those beneﬁts and crucial to NSN and its customers.
Numerous beneﬁts result from using ATCA for NSN’s Open
Core System (the foundation of NSN’s ATCA-based products).
Overall, the footprint of the hardware can be up to 80 percent smaller and energy consumption up to 40 percent less
compared to previous products. At one NSN customer, for
example, two racks of existing equipment were replaced by a
single ATCA shelf implementing a Mobile Softswitch Solution
(MSS). Figure 1 shows how the functionality of a full core network site can be implemented in two ATCA racks.
One contributor to both reductions is that the number of plugin boards can be reduced by up to 80 percent because of the
good density that ATCA enables. In addition, the number of
distinct board types is reduced because the boards are applicable to many different purposes, which translates to bigger
volumes and reduced cost.
There are two main board types used in all NSN ATCA applications: the CPU blade (x86 server blade), and the HUB blade
(Ethernet switching). In addition, there are specialized blades
for speciﬁc gateway types, including:
i Multicore Packet Processing (MPP) blade
i Digital Signal Processing (DSP) blade
i AMC Carrier blade (carrier for network
interface AMCs)
The MPP blades, for example, can handle
both the user plane implementation up to
level 4 and the control plane implementation ﬂexibly within the same COTS blade,
for which there are multiple competing
vendors around the world. Some nonATCA solutions, in contrast (such as those
based primarily on ASIC-intensive router
technology) have specialized proprietary
hardware to address the same functionality and cannot evolve as quickly or take
advantage of the worldwide, competitive
COTS blade market.

ATCA’s Hardware Platform Management (HPM) in
NSN strategy
The NSN ATCA strategy has two key aspects dependent on HPM:
i Aggressive incorporation of successive generations of
COTS ATCA blades and AMC modules, with each multivendor generation representing the best-in-class offering
of the ATCA ecosystem for each functional area. This
gives NSN customers a unique possibility to amortize
their ATCA investment over a long period by introducing
latest generation boards with rhythms appropriate to the
changes and growth of their networks.
i Software platforms isolate network application software
from hardware. From an application point of view, this
separation enables developers to focus on the applications
without being distracted by hardware bring ups or
other High Availability (HA) and carrier-grade features
offered by foundation software platforms. In fact, these
software platforms even span the differences between
NSN’s pre-ATCA equipment and the current ATCA-based
equipment. This allows optimal software reusability from
existing mature applications, as hardware and higher level
application layers are not dependent on each other.

Common COTS HW for all core elements
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Figure 1
An example of a core network site in two ATCA racks.
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Hardware Platform Management
The time-to-market for COTS ATCA blades and AMC modules
can be very short; this enables NSN to provide quick access for
its customers to the latest generation of silicon. Quick introduction of new silicon also maximizes the effective board and
module lifecycle. NSN’s customers can at the same time beneﬁt from state-of-the-art technology, and cost-effective investments, as these boards and modules are not already outdated
when delivered to end customers.
In addition, standard HPM helps to ensure upgradeability over
ATCA board generations. Operators don’t need to replace the
existing network elements when requiring more capacity over
the years. Only updates of payload boards and modules are
required. Consider, for example, the third and fourth generations of NSN’s ATCA architecture, which are mainly distinguished
by the fact that the fourth generation supports 40 G capacity
on its in-shelf networks. In the third generation, NSN included
a 40 G-capable backplane. Therefore, upgrades to the fourth
generation only require replacing the 40 G hub boards and any
other boards that need to communicate at 40 G. 10 G-focused
boards do not need to be replaced because the 40 G hub boards
are backward-compatible with 10 G.
Implementations of the ATCA HPM layer have continued to
mature over the four generations of NSN’s ATCA products. At
the blade and module level, our experience conﬁrms a signiﬁcant

advantage in basing the mandatory local controllers on COTS
implementations that beneﬁt from widespread implementation
and mature interoperability characteristics. At the shelf level
NSN has been well served through all four generations by the
same widely used and stable COTS Shelf Manager.
The Service Availability Forum’s (SAF’s) Hardware Platform
Interface (HPI) plays a key role in achieving a well-managed
layer between the hardware and software platforms. HPI hides
the complexity of ATCA’s internal IPMI structures and makes it
possible to deﬁne an Application Programming Interface (API)
between the hardware and software platforms. In systems with
hardware building blocks from various sources, HPI’s role is
essential. Without HPI, ATCA system integration would not be
as successful as it is now.
Speciﬁcally, as Figure 2 shows, the hardware independence
of HPI allows the software platform, which represents massive TEM and/or TEM customer investments, to be used with
multiple generations of hardware, including both ATCA and
pre-ATCA hardware. For the pre-ATCA hardware, an open
source implementation of HPI called OpenHPI can be used,
leveraging its plug-in architecture to cover multiple hardware
platform variants. For our ATCA hardware, the Shelf Manager
has a built-in IntegralHPI, which supports the same client interface as OpenHPI, extending HPI’s portability across multiple
ATCA generations as well.
The achievement of software independence across the previous
non-ATCA and current ATCA equipment beneﬁts from the
fact that the hardware management layer for the earlier NSN
equipment is based, like ATCA’s, on the Intelligent Platform
Management Interface (IPMI) in a CompactPCI context. In
fact, NSN’s deep experience with HPM-enabled CompactPCI
equipment was a contributing factor when the HPM strategy
for ATCA was chosen a decade ago.
HPI-Based Software Platform

Client Library

Plug-in 1

Plug-in 2

Shelf
Manager
with
IntegralHPI

Pre-ATCA
H/W
Platform A

Pre-ATCA
H/W
Platform B

3rd Gen
ATCA H/W
Platform

Server

Shelf
Manager
with
IntegralHPI

4th Gen
ATCA H/W
Platform

Figure 2
HPI enables a software platform that is largely
independent of the hardware platform.
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Customer reception of NSN’s ATCA products
NSN’s currently released ATCA portfolio covers a wide variety
of applications, ranging from voice core to high-end LTE
packet core products. By the end of 2012, NSN expects to
have more than 10 different applications utilizing the same
hardware base. With ATCA, NSN and our customers gain the
scalability and versatility needed for building up multipurpose
hardware installations. NSN customers have been especially
pleased with the performance, scalability, and payback time of
ATCA hardware. NSN’s ATCA-based Open Core system is in use
today around the world. Installations supporting hundreds of
thousands of subscribers are seeing strong growth in the number
of live networks and continuing subscribers.
Improvements in ATCA HPM:
A TEM’s take
The HPM facilities of ATCA are
working well for NSN’s ATCAbased products. NSN is counting
on further improvements in this
layer as it continues to ramp up
the sophistication and reach of
its ATCA offerings. The HPM.2
speciﬁcation (for LAN-attached
IPM Controllers (IPMCs)) that
is nearing completion in the
PICMG HPM.x subcommittee
should enable the use of backplane Ethernet connections to
IPMCs as a supplement to the
current mandatory I2C-based
backplane connections. Such
connections could drastically
(by as much as a factor of 10
or more) speed up firmware
upgrades, for example.
The 1 Gbps Ethernet Base
Interface already reaches every
ATCA blade, and AMC carrier
blades typically provide similar
fabric to their AMCs. This is a
huge step up from 100 Kbps
IPM Buses (IPMBs), especially
for large firmware upgrade
images, even if the IPMC links to
networks that run no faster than
100 Mbps. With comprehensive
implementation of the HPM.2
speciﬁcation in next-generation
ATCA platforms, faster speeds
could beneﬁt not only ﬁrmware
upgrades, but other areas of
ATCA performance as well. For
instance, complicated ATCA
conﬁgurations take substantial
time to power up due to voluminous conﬁguration information that must be retrieved from
the shelf blades and modules.

Comprehensive use of Ethernet-based paths for this retrieval
could dramatically reduce startup times.
HPM.2 implementation is on the path to the post-ATCA open
platforms sketched by the SCOPE Alliance, which includes all
Tier1 TEMs. SCOPE recommends the future platform architecture
(targeted to span 2015-2025) reuse ATCA HPM with extensions,
replacing the main IPMB with at least 100 Mbps Ethernet.
Jari Ruohonen is Head of Core Platform HW Product
Management and ATCA Product Line Manager at NSN.
Nokia Siemens Networks (NSN)
jari.ruohonen@nsn.com | www.nokiasiemensnetworks.com
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Interview
Thomas Kastner, Chief Architect x86 Software,
Advantech Networks & Communications Group
Thomas Kastner runs Advantech’s
platform management team
responsible for system management
ﬁrmware and software based on
PICMG standards and IPMI (Intelligent
Platform Management Interface),
coordinating multiple development
teams worldwide.
What is Advantech’s history in
platform management?
We gained our IPMI experience with
TEMs in the early days of CompactPCI
while adapting IPMI ﬁrmware to several
of our key customer’s platform management speciﬁcations. We went on to successfully launch our ﬁrst ATCA blades
employing third-party platform management products. This helped us achieve
time-to-market goals with new technologies and meet initial customer deployment needs with an industry-tested
solution. However, as customer demand
increased and we expanded our ATCA
and AMC lines, we felt we could service and maintain customers better by
consolidating code bases across architectures through a common platform
approach to IPMI. This led to a groundup design using our own code.
What did you want to achieve by
developing your own code?
Our vision was a ﬂexible, modular solution using a hardened RTOS that met
these goals:
i Easy-to-customize for faster
development of customer-speciﬁc or
value-added features
i Easy-to-maintain for improved
lifecycle management and faster
bug ﬁxes in the ﬁeld
i Common value add feature set
available to customers using ATCA
and AMCs
i Higher reliability through broader
cross-platform use and testing,
leading to faster time-to-maturity
IPMI adaptation is a cornerstone of our
Customized COTS (C2OTS) program.
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Most major customers require us to
develop special features beyond the
standards, so by meeting the above
goals it’s easier to maintain multiple versions and offer branding options and differentiation to customers.
Which platforms run your IPMI code?
We selected a single platform based on
Cortex-M. This allows us to source multiple vendors, offering a wider choice of
devices for our product range. Several
SKUs of Cortex-M3 are supported, providing enhanced scalability to balance
cost and features while leaving sufﬁcient
headroom for future requirements or customization. Implementation of a slim and
reliable RTOS provided us with all the
essentials needed, such as timers, semaphores, tasks, and so on, and liberated us
from previous code dependencies.
If IPMI is a standard, why is
customization required and how do
you manage it?
PICMG 3.0, AMC.0, and MTCA.0 base
their hardware management on IPMI
1.5 with PICMG-specific extensions.
However, OEMs often require special
features for legacy compatibility or management service enhancements for their
customers.
IPMI message handling and other
key elements of our IPMI solution are
designed to maximize ﬂexibility. This
allows us to add more features without
rewriting a lot of code and makes custom
feature implementation much easier.
As we share code across different products and projects, it rapidly matures.
If we implement a new feature on an
ATCA blade, it is a fraction of the effort
to port it to an AMC, meaning more features in less time across a wider range
of products. Rolling out new features,
updates, and bug ﬁxes has become simpler as testing efforts have signiﬁcantly
decreased. Customers enjoy faster
update cycles and beneﬁt from resolutions in other projects.
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Where does Advantech bring valueadd to customers?
We support HPM.1-compliant updates
for programmable components such
as BIOS, ﬁrmware, FPGAs, and so on.
Most ﬁrmware images are fully redundant, for example for dual BIOS chips,
dual firmware, and FPGA images;
IPMI handles automatic rollback in
case of update failures or integrity
issues. For advanced remote conﬁguration, Advantech-specific features
can remotely modify BIOS settings
or switch between sets of customerdefined settings. Serial-over-LAN
also allows remote IPMI-based access
to the system console. For progress
monitoring needs we support automatic BIOS failover in case of startup
problems with BIOS POST sensors logging the POST code where the board
hangs. This information can be used to
debug boot-up issues. We have also
implemented features to improve crash
analysis, for example, by dumping the
last few KBs of system console output
over IPMI for post-mortem debugging,
accelerating debugging signiﬁcantly.
We also added Advantech’s time sync
feature to allow options for system time
synchronization between OS, BMC, and
other components like the ATCA Shelf
Manager. For example, individual blades
can run without battery (NEBS compliance) but acquire the time from the Shelf
Manager upon startup.
To conclude, our robust and flexible IPMI offering is fully deployed in
mission-critical rollouts worldwide.
Advantech’s ability to adopt new features rapidly helps customers achieve
their platform management goals for
improved uptime and services, providing greater reliability in HA platforms. As we actively engage with more
players in the Enterprise and Security,
we’re excited about the introduction
of additional enhancements later this
year that will simplify their approach to
ATCA systems.
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